1. Gill [1] and Blum [2] have produced special versions of the Runge-Kutta fourth order method for the solution of N simultaneous first order differential equations which require 3A 4-P storage locations against the normal 4JV -f P, where P is the storage required by the program. It is shown below that it is possible to arrange all such methods in a form which requires SN -\-P storage locations. Gill's method for reducing round off error is also extended. a4-&4-c4-d= 1, 6m 4-en 4-dp = |, bm 4-en 4-dp" = \, cmr 4-dnt -\-dms = -g-, The computation with the formulae arranged in this form requires 4A 4-P storage
1. Gill [1] and Blum [2] have produced special versions of the Runge-Kutta fourth order method for the solution of N simultaneous first order differential equations which require 3A 4-P storage locations against the normal 4JV -f P, where P is the storage required by the program. It is shown below that it is possible to arrange all such methods in a form which requires SN -\-P storage locations. Gill's method for reducing round off error is also extended. 
The a, b, c, d, m, n, p, r, s, t satisfy the following eight equations a4-&4-c4-d= 1, 6m 4-en 4-dp = |, bm 4-en 4-dp" = \, Solving (3), (4) and (5) we obtain
B=--A, id = 0 or t = 0 is impossible from (2)). Gill's method of reducing round-off error is now applied to Equations (6). In this method artificial round-off errors are introduced to minimize the actual round-off error. This is possible because the quantities P, and Q¿ are of order h and so in general can be stored to a higher degree of accuracy than the Z¡ . This is done automatically if floating point arithmetic is used. In the first equation of each triplet in Equations (6) (i.e. the calculation of Z¡) we are concerned with adding quantities of order h to quantities of order 1. We will show below that, by introducing appropriate modifications in the terms of order /i(Q¿), it is possible to compensate almost exactly for the errors in Zi . If we let the round-off error in the calculation of P¿0, Zn , • • • , be e(P¿o), e(Z¡i), • • • , which we suppose are easily available when these quantities are computed, the total round-off error accumulated in one step is Ei = e(Za) + eiZi2) + eiZn) + eiZu) (7) + aeiPio) + beiPn) + ceiPi2) + deiPi3) 4-(a -m)eiQn) + ia -n + r)e(Qi2) + ia -p + s + l)eiQn)-
We now introduce modifications e (Q¡) in the Qi to compensate almost exactly for the errors in Z¿ i.e. put ia -m)e'iQa) = -eiZn),
(o -n 4-r)e\Qi2) = -eiZi2),
ia -p 4-s 4-t)e'iQn) = -eiZiZ).
In order to introduce these modifications we define quantities Ra , Ri2, Rn as follows:
R,2 = Zi2 -Zn = inmr)Qn + rPn + e(P,2), Rn = Zn -Zi2 = ip -s -t -n + r)Qi2 + iP,2 + e(Ä,-3),
where eiRn) -e(Zij),j = 1, 2, 3.
We thus introduce e'iQn), e'iQi2), e (Q»3) such that ia -m)e'iQn) = -eiRn) = -(Pa -mPi0),
(a -n + r)e'(Q«) = -e(Pi2) = -(Pi2 -(n -in -r)Qn -rPtl), iap + s+ t)e'iQn) = -eiRn) = ~(Ä« -(p -s -¿ -n + r)Qi2 -<Pl2) i which almost exactly compensate for the errors in Zn , Zi2, Zn -Therefore, redefine Qii, Qi2, Qn as follows: Q,'y = Qi, -\-e'iQn), j = I, 2, 3. and
However, it will now be shown, following Gill [1] , that it is slightly better to let Pn -(-L¡-) P,2, \a -n + r) \ a -n + r/ \a -n + r)
